We study a natural generalization of System F ! with intersection types, establishing basic structural properties and constructing a semantic model based on partial equivalence relations to prove the soundness of typing. As an application of this calculus, we de ne a simple typed model of object-oriented programming with multiple inheritance.
Motivation
One of the rst applications of subtyping in -calculi was modeling the re nement of interfaces in object-oriented programming languages Cardelli, 1984] . The formal subtype relation ?`S T models the assertion that the objects in some collection S provide more services than those in T, so that it is safe to use a member of S in any context where a member of T is expected.
Subtyping itself is a straightforward concept, but it took years to build full-scale models of real object-oriented languages on this foundation. Treating the interaction between interface re nement and encapsulation of objects has required higher-order generalizations of subtyping | the F-bounded quanti cation of Canning, Cook, Hill, Oltho , and Mitchell Canning et al., 1989, Cook et al., 1990] or Cardelli and Mitchell's system F ! , Mitchell, 1990a , Bruce and Mitchell, 1992 . Using these techniques, a number of fairly complete \foundational object models" related to those found in languages such as Smalltalk Goldberg and Robson, 1983] and Self Ungar and Smith, 1987] have recently appeared , Mitchell et al., 1993 , Pierce and Turner, 1994 , Fisher and Mitchell, 1994 , Abadi and Cardelli, 1994b , Abadi and Cardelli, 1994a . Current work in this area also includes models of the object-oriented features in languages such as CLOS Castagna et al., 1995 , which are less closely related to the results described here.
The common goal of these studies is to prove the safety of a type system describing a set of high-level syntactic constructs for object encapsulation, message passing, and inheritance. Most proceed either by mapping the high-level syntax directly into a denotational model and proving the soundness of this interpretation using standard semantic techniques or by reasoning directly on the operational semantics of the source calculus. Others translate the high-level syntax into a more conventional -calculus, whose own type-safety is established separately; the soundness of the typing rules for the object features then follows from the soundness of the target system. Both approaches have advantages, but the latter can often be simpler to use and understand, since it allows the implementation of complex mechanisms like inheritance to be considered as programming in a typed language as opposed to de nition of a complex semantic interpretation function. We can verify type safety automatically using a typechecker for the underlying -calculus, and we can experiment easily with alternatives. The object model of Pierce and Turner 1994] , on which the present study is based, encodes objects as expressions of F ! , an extension of Girard's System F ! 1972] with bounded quanti cation. Given a description M of a public interface | the names and types of a set of methods | the type Object(M) denotes the type of objects satisfying this description. y For example, if PointM describes the interface of one-dimensional point objects responding to the messages setX and getX then Object(PointM) is the type of points. Associated with each such collection of objects is a group of functions for sending messages, with types like Point'setX : All(M < PointM) Object(M) -> Int -> Object (M) for the function that invokes its setX method of any object whose interface re nes that of points. The bounded quanti er All(M<PointM) expresses the fact that the message setX can actually be sent to any object whose interface re nes the interface of points. Given such an object and an integer representing its new x-coordinate, Point'setX returns a new object with an appropriately updated position. (Note that ' is used here as an ordinary character: Point'setx is a single identi er. Also, note that we are working with a functional style of object-oriented programming, where methods like setX return new objects instead of modifying existing ones. Prospects for extending our model to objects with mutable state are discussed in Section 6.)
The foregoing accounts for the fundamental features of object encapsulation and interface re nement (and correctly handles their interaction, which is the di cult part!). But it omits some characteristic features of popular object-oriented languages, notably inheritance.
In general terms, inheritance is a mechanism allowing the implementations of di erent sorts of objects that share some of their behavior to be factored so that the common behavior is written just once. Of the three common varieties of inheritance | subclassing as in Smalltalk, delegation as in Self, and generic functions as in CLOS | subclassing and delegation can be handled by similar techniques, while generic functions seem to require substantially di erent foundations. We consider a class-based language here.
A class is a data structure that can be used in two ways: as a template for creating new objects, and as the basis for de ning subclasses by incremental extension. If M is an object interface, then Class(M) is the type of classes whose instances are objects of type Object(M) Intuitively, what we want to write is extend2 : All(SuperM1:*->*) All(SuperM2:*->*) All(SelfM < SuperM1 "and" SuperM2) Class(SuperM1) -> Class(SuperM2) -> ... -> Class (SelfM) where "and" forms the conjunction of the two superclass speci cations. Fortunately, a type constructor with exactly this meaning has already appeared in the literature.
First-order type systems with intersection types have been investigated by researchers z There is a delicate technical point here. Cook, Hill, and Canning have argued 1990 ] that \subtyping is not inheritance," that the two concepts live in di erent categories | subtyping in the world of types, inheritance in the world of values | and must be considered separately to avoid confusion. It might appear, therefore, that we should be able to use inheritance to form new classes with arbitrary interfaces, not only subclasses with more re ned interfaces. Indeed, this would be true if it were not for the rather subtle form of self-reference inherent in \sending messages to self" in most object-oriented languages, which we are also modeling here. A method de ned in a superclass may refer, via self, to a di erent method of the same object. If this method is overriden in the de nition of a subclass, the new behavior will be invoked instead. This overriding can only be type-safe if the the new method has a more re ned type than the old one. Thus, in the presence of self, the inheritance hierarchy must follow the subtype hierarchy.
in Torino Coppo and Dezani-Ciancaglini, 1978, Barendregt et al., 1983] and elsewhere.
(See Cardone and Coppo, 1990] for background and further references.) A second-order -calculus with intersection types was studied by Pierce 1991] . The calculus needed here is the !-order extension of this system. Since the rst version of this paper was completed, the metatheory of this system has been studied in much greater detail by Compagnoni Compagnoni, 1994 .
A type system combining intersection types with a powerful form of polymorphism is of independent interest. Reynolds 1988] has argued that intersection types can form the basis of elegant language designs. But his Forsythe language has only a rst-order type system, and thus lacks some of the expressive possibilities of polymorphic languages like ML. Our work represents a step toward a synthesis of these styles of language design.
The following section shows some examples of multiple inheritance using a simple highlevel syntax. Section 3, the core of the paper, de nes the -calculus F ! , an extension of System F ! with intersection types, and establishes some of its basic properties. In Section 4 we prove the paper's main theoretical result: the soundness of typing and subtyping for a model based on partial equivalence relations. Section 5 develops an implementation of inheritance in this setting. Section 6 o ers further comparisons with related work and suggestions for future research.
An earlier version of this paper appeared as University of Edinburgh Technical Report ECS-LFCS-93-275 and Catholic University Nijmegen C.S. Department Technical Report 93-18, under the title Multiple Inheritance via Intersection Types.
An Example of Multiple Inheritance
We further motivate the calculus F ! by recalling the encodings of some basic concepts of object-oriented programming in F ! and showing a simple concrete example of multiple inheritance in this setting. Readers who feel more interested in F ! itself may safely skip this section.
In this setting, an object interface speci cation is modeled as a function from types to types, describing the behaviors of a collection of methods as transformations on the object's internal state. For example, the interface of one-dimensional point objects supporting the messages getX, setX, and bump is captured by the type operator # PointM = Fun(Rep) {| setX: Rep->Int->Rep, getX: Rep->Int, bump: Rep->Rep |}; PointM : *->* which expresses the fact that the getX method of a point interrogates its internal state and returns an integer, that the set method transforms the internal state and a new position into an updated internal state, and that bump, which increases the position by one, maps one internal state to another. (The # in the left-hand margin indicates that this expression has been checked by our implementation; the typechecker's response follows.) The abstraction over the type Rep of the internal state hides the actual internal state from outside view. Concretely, a point whose internal state type is {|x:Int|} | a one-eld record containing an integer | will contain a record of methods with types Turner, 1994, Hofmann and Pierce, 1995] .) New objects are created by applying the polymorphic function new to a class. Given an interface M and a class for this interface | that is, a class whose instances are objects with interface M | new creates and returns such an object. New classes, in turn, are created by applying the polymorphic function extend to an existing class along with a speci cation of an incremental change to its behavior:
In detail, the arguments expected by extend are: | The interface SuperM of the existing class. | The interface SelfM of the new class that will be returned by extend. | The type SelfDiffR, which describes the di erence between the representation of the superclass (whatever it may be) and the representation of the new class. In conventional terminology, this is the set of new instance variables introduced by the subclass. | The superclass itself | an element of Class(SuperM) (our typechecker prints it as Class SuperM). | An initial value | an element of SelfDiffR | for the new part of the state. | A polymorphic \method builder" function. Given all these, extend returns a class for the interface SelfM. The method builder function, which does the work of constructing the vector of methods to be used in instances of the new class, must itself take several parameters: | The \ nal" representation type FinalR, which is xed at the moment when new is applied to a class. | An \extractor," which provides a mapping back and forth between the nal representation type and the local representation type, allowing the local methods to access the part of the state that interests them. For the moment, we shall not de ne extractors in detail; the de nition appears in Section 5. (The fact that we need to work with extractors at all arises from our simple treatment of record types. A cleaner object model might be obtained, at the cost of some complication in the type theory, by using a more re ned model of records related to those studied by Cardelli and Mitchell 1991] .) | The \super methods" of the existing class. | The \self methods" of the new class, used to model the characteristic object-oriented feature of \sending a message to self." Given these, the method builder must return a collection of methods for the new object.
For uniformity, let us assume that there is one base class | the class of \things," whose instances are objects with no behavior at all: Of course, this de nition of pointClass is quite verbose. Ultimately, we would want to have higher-level syntax for objects, message passing, and class extension more closely resembling ordinary object-oriented source code, giving high-level typing rules directly in terms of the high-level syntax. Since we are building a foundational model here, we prefer the low-level notation.
Similarly, we can de ne the interface for \colored objects" | objects supporting the messages setC and getC | as follows: To make the example more interesting, we take the methods getX, setC, and getC unchanged from the superclasses, while overriding the de nition of setX so that, in addition to setting the x coordinate as usual, it also sets the color to blue:
# {setX = fun(s:FinalR) fun(i:Int) % the new setX method: # let s1 = super1.setX s i in % use pointClass's setX to set position # let s2 = super2.setC s1 blue % and coloredClass's setC to set color # in s2 end end, # getX = super1.getX, % copy all the remaining methods # bump = super1.bump, % from the appropriate superclass # setC = super2.setC, # getC = super2.getC # }); cpointClass = <val> : Class CPointM Here, the low level at which we are working is re ected in the fact that the old methods getX, bump, setC, and getC must be copied explicitly from the superclasses to the new class. This means that we do not need to address some of the issues that ordinarily arise when designing high-level languages with multiple inheritance (must each inherited method appear in only one of the superclasses? if it appears in more than one, which should be copied to the subclass? etc.). E ectively, we force the programmer to answer these questions manually, on a case-by-case basis. Of course, if we were to introduce a high-level syntax for a language with classes and multiple inheritance, the translation from this high-level syntax into the present low-level language would necessarily embody some solution to these issues.
Recall that, for each method interface M, we have a group of functions for sending messages to objects whose interfaces are re nements of M. For the interfaces PointM and ColoredM, these functions have the following types:
Note that Point'setX is a single identi er; we include the name of the object type, Point or Colored or CPoint, in the names of the message-sending functions by convention. Intuitively, the behavior of these functions is just to extract the appropriate internal method of the object and apply it to the internal state, so, for example, Colored Note that sending our colored point the bump method has the e ect of changing its color to blue: the overriden behavior of the setX method is observable in the behavior of bump method, even though bump was not rede ned in the subclass.
Syntax
We will return to the implementations of Class and extend2 in Section 5. But rst, we turn to the main theoretical development of the paper: the formal presentation and basic analysis of the typed -calculus in which we are working. We treat the typing and subtyping relations of the calculus formally, leaving equality between terms informal.
(The intended intuition is that we have ordinary beta-reduction for both term and type applications. Reduction is studied formally in We sometimes use the metavariable to range over statements (right-hand sides of judgements) of any of these four forms. Most of the rules include premises of two rather di erent sorts: structural premises, which play an essential role in giving the rule its intended semantic force, and wellformation premises, which ensure that the entities named in the rule are of the expected sorts. In an algorithmic presentation of the system (on which an implementation might be based), the well-formation premises would be replaced by the meta-theoretic observation that \recursive calls" in the premises of all the rules preserve the well-formedness of the \arguments" named in the conclusion.
In the interest of brevity, we omit well-formation premises that can be derived from others. For example, in the rule S-Arrow, we drop the premise ?`T 1 !T 2 2 ?, since it follows from ?`S 1 !S 2 2 ? using the properties proved in Section 3.2.
3.1.1. Notation The kinds of F ! are those of F ! : the kind ? of types and the kinds K 1 !K 2 of functions on types (sometimes called type operators).
The language of types of F ! is a straightforward higher-order extension of F , Cardelli and Wegner's second-order calculus of bounded quanti cation. Like F , it includes type variables (written X), function types (T!T 0 ), and polymorphic types (All(X T:K) T 0 ), in which the bound type variable X ranges over all subtypes of the upper bound T. Moreover, like F ! , we allow types to be abstracted on types (Fun (X:K) T) and applied to argument types (T T 0 ); in e ect, these forms introduce a simply typed -calculus at the level of types. Finally, we allow arbitrary nite intersections ( V K T 1 ::T n ]), where all the T i 's are members of the same kind K.
T ::= X type variable T!T function type All(X T:K) T polymorphic type Fun (X:K) T operator abstraction T T operator application
intersection at kind K We use the abbreviations > K and S^K T for nullary and binary intersection:
We drop the maximal type Top of F , since its role is played here by the empty intersection > ? .
For technical convenience, we provide kind annotations on bound variables and intersections so that every type has an \obvious kind," which can be read o directly from its structure and the kind declarations in the context, and to distinguish the empty intersection at di erent kinds. In examples, however, we often omit these kind annotations. Our implementation includes a simple form of \kind inference" to support this convention. Also, we omit existential types and records from our formal treatment; existentials can be encoded in terms of universal quanti ers, and records can be treated using standard techniques Reynolds, 1988] .
The language of terms includes the variables (x), functional abstractions (fun (x:T) e), and applications (e e) of the simply typed -calculus, plus the type abstraction and application (fun (X T:K) e and e T) of F ! , where, as in F , each type variable is given an upper bound at the point where it is introduced. e ::= x variable fun(x:T) e abstraction e e application fun(X T:K) e type abstraction e T type application for(X 2 T::T) e alternation Intersection types are introduced by expressions of the form \for(X 2 T 1 ::T n ) e," which can be read as instructions to the typechecker to analyze the expression e separately under the assumptions X T 1 , X T 2 , . .., etc. and conjoin the results. For example, if + 2 Int!Int!Int^Real!Real!Real, then we can derive for (X 2 Int; Real) fun (x:X) x + x 2 Int!Int^Real!Real:
(The \for" construct is not actually needed in our implementationof multiple inheritance, since we only use intersections to constrain one type to be a subtype of two others simultaneously. We include it here to complete the de nition of the term language, since we are also interested in F ! in its own right.) A context ? is a nite sequence of typing and subtyping assumptions for a set of variables and type variables. The empty context is written ;. ;
empty context ?; x:T term variable declaration ?; X T:K type variable declaration When writing nonempty contexts, we omit the initial ;. The domain of ? is written dom(?). The functions FV(|) and FTV(|) give the sets of free variables and free type variables of a term, type, or context. Since we are careful to ensure that no variable is bound more than once, we sometimes abuse notation and consider contexts as nite functions: ?(X) yields the bound of X in ?, where X is implicitly asserted to be in dom(?).
Types, terms, contexts, statements, and derivations that di er only in the names of bound variables are considered identical. (The underlying idea is that bound variables are de Bruijn indexes de Bruijn, 1972] ).
The capture avoiding substitution of S for X in T is written T X S]. Substitution is written similarly for terms, and is extended pointwise to contexts.
The usual one-step -reduction of a type S to a type T is written ! . Conversion is written = .
3.1.2. Contexts The rules for well-formed contexts are the usual ones: a start rule for the empty context and rules allowing a given well-formed context to be extended with either a term variable binding or a type variable binding.
;`ok ?; X T 1 :K 1`T2 2 ? ?`All(X T 1 :K 1 ) T 2 2 ?
3.1.4. Subtyping The rules de ning the subtype relation are a natural extension of familiar calculi of bounded quanti cation. Aside from some extra well-formedness conditions, the rules S-Trans, S-TVar, S-Arrow, and S-All are the same as in the usual, secondorder case. Rules S-OAbs and S-OApp extend the subtype relation pointwise to kinds other than ?.
The rule S-Conv embeds -conversion of types in the subtyping relation and gives re exivity of subtyping as a special case.
The rule S-All compares the bodies of two quanti ers assuming that the bounds are identical. In other words, we use the \Kernel Fun" variant of quanti er subtyping originally proposed by Cardelli and Wegner instead of the more powerful \full F rule" Curien and Ghelli, 1992] . The kernel fun variant is powerful enough for our purposes and has better syntactic properties.
Rules S-Meet-G and S-Meet-LB specify that an intersection of a set of types is their order-theoretic greatest lower bound. The rules S-Meet-Arrow, S-Meet-All, S-Meet-OAbs, and S-Meet-OApp allow intersections to distribute with the other operators.
As usual in systems with intersection types, the distributive laws S-Meet-Arrow through S-Meet-OApp are actually equivalences: for each constructor, the opposite direction can be proved using S-Meet-LB, S-Meet-G, the subtyping law for that constructor, and Proposition 3.2.6. 3.1.5. Term Formation Except for T-Meet and T-For, the term formation rules are precisely those of the second-order calculus of bounded quanti cation. T-For provides for typechecking under any of a set of alternate assumptions. For each S i , the type derived for the instance of the body e when X is replaced by S i is a valid type of the for expression itself. The T-Meet rule can then be used to collect these separate typings into a single intersection. Type-theoretically, T-Meet is the introduction rule for the^constructor; the corresponding elimination rule need not be given explicitly, since it follows from T-Subsumption and S-Meet-LB. F ! 's rule of type conversion (if ?`e 2 T and ?`T 0 2 K, with T = T 0 , then ?`e 2 T 0 ) is admissible (using subsumption, Proposition 3.2.13, and S-Conv). ?`e 2 S ?`S T ?`e 2 T (T-Subsumption)
Basic Properties
This section establishes a number of structural properties of the de nition of F ! . These properties do not constitute a complete metatheoratic study of F ! (cf. Compagnoni, 1994 ), but just enough to proceed with the sematics in Section 4. Except where noted, the proofs proceed by structural induction, and are straightforward when performed in the order given. Moreover, the derivations of the conclusions are strictly shorter than the derivation of the premises.
Proof. Parts 1 and 2 are proved by simultaneous induction on the length of derivations. Part 3 is proved by induction on the derivation of ? 1 ; x:T; ? 2` . 1 C-Empty Vacuously true.
C-Var By part 2 of the induction hypothesis and C-Var.
3 Except for the cases we will consider below and the case for C-Empty, which is trivially true, the result follows by straightforward application of part 3 of the induction hypothesis and the corresponding rule in each case. Proof. By simultaneous induction on derivations of the premises. The proof of part 2 is straightforward using part 1 of the induction hypothesis. We consider the details of the proof of 1. The cases K-Arrow, K-All, K-OAbs, and K-OApp follow by straightforward application of part 1 of the induction hypothesis and the corresponding rule, while the case of K-Meet also uses part 2 of the induction hypothesis. Now take the case of K-TVar, Proof. By induction on the derivation of ?`S T.
S-Conv
We are given that ?`S 2 K and ?`T 2 K 0 and S = T. By Lemma 3.2.10, K K 0 .
S-Trans
By induction hypothesis and uniqueness of kinds (3.2.7).
S-TVar
We are given ? 1 ; X T:K; ? 2`o k. By K-TVar we get ? 1 ; X T:K; ? 2X 2 K. Moerover, by Lemma 3.2.2, ? 1`T 2 K, and by Lemma 3.2.4, ? 1 ; X T:K; ? 2`T 2 K. S-Arrow We are given ?`T 1 S 1 and ?`S 2 T 2 and ?`S 1 !S 2 2 ?. By Proposition 3.2.6 ?`S 1 ; S 2 2 ?. Further, by the induction hypothesis together with uniqueness of kinds (3.2.7), we have ?`T 1 ; T 2 2 ?. Finally, applying K-Arrow, the result follows.
S-All
We are given that ?; X U:K 1`S2 T 2 and ?`All (X U:K 1 ) S 2 2 ?.
By the induction hypothesis, there is some K 2 such that ?; X U:K 1S 2 2 K 2 and ?; X U:K 1`T2 2 K 2 . By Proposition 3.2.6, ?; X U:K 1S 2 2 ?, and by the uniqueness of kinds, K 2 ?, from which the result follows by applying K-All.
S-OAbs
By induction hypothesis and K-OAbs.
S-OApp
Similar to S-All. S-Meet-G Using the induction hypothesis, Lemma 3.2.7, and K-Meet.
S-Meet-LB We are given ?`V K T 1 ::T n ] 2 K, which, by Proposition 3.2.6, implies ?`T i 2 K for each i.
S-Meet-All We are given ?`All(X S:K) 
T-App
By induction hypothesis on ?`f 2 T 1 !T and Proposition 3.2.6.
T-TAbs
We are given ?; X T 1 :K 1`e 2 T 2 . By the induction hypothesis, ?; X T 1 :K 1`T2 2 ?. We obtain ?`All(X T 1 :K 1 ) T 2 2 ? by applying K-All .
T-TApp
We know that ?`f 2 All(X T 1 :K 1 ) T 2 and also ?`S T 1 . By the induction hypothesis, ?`All(X T 1 :K 1 ) T 2 2 ? and, by proposition 3.2.6, ?; X T 1 :K 1`T2 2 ?. By lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, there exists a derivation of ?`T 1 2 K 1 . By the well-kindedness of subtyping (proposition 3.2.12) and uniqueness of kinds (lemma 3.2.7), we have ?`S 2 K 1 . Then, by the type substitution lemma (lemma 3.2.8), ?`T 2 X S] 2 ?.
T-For
By induction hypothesis.
T-Meet
We are given that ?`ok and that ?`e 2 T i for each i. We have to consider two cases. n = 0 Applying K-Meet to ?`ok we obtain ?`> ? 2 ?. n 6 = 0 By the induction hypothesis, ?`T i 2 ? for every i and, applying K-Meet, the result follows. T-Subsumption By induction hypothesis using Proposition 3.2.12 and Lemma 3.2.7.
Semantics
Among simplest models for typed -calculi are those based on partial equivalence relations (PERs). A model in this style is essentially untyped: terms are interpreted by erasing all type information and interpreting the resulting pure -term as an element of the model. A type, in this setting, is just a subset of the model along with an appropriate notion of equivalence of elements. Coercions between types are interpreted as inclusion of PERs.
Our PER model for F ! extends the model of F^given in Pierce, 1991] , which is based on Bruce and Longo's model for F 1990] . The usual interpretation of a quanti ed type All(X) T in a PER model is the PER-indexed intersection of all possible instances of T. Bruce and Longo re ned this de nition to interpret All(X S) T as the intersection of all the instances of T where X is interpreted as a sub-PER of the interpretation of S. This intuition also serves for intersection types: V ? T 1 ::T n ] is interpreted as the intersection of the PERs interpreting each of the T i 's. We generalize this model to !-order polymorphism (and subtyping) by interpreting type operators as functions over PERs.
To deal correctly with intersection types, we need to make one signi cant technical departure here from PER models of ordinary bounded quanti cation: instead of allowing the elements of our PERs to be drawn from the carrier of an arbitrary partial combinatory algebra D, we require that D be a total combinatory algebra. This restriction is needed to validate nullary instances of the distributive law S-Meet-Arrow, which have the form Freyd, Mulry, Rosolini, and Scott 1990] , and others. A helpful basic reference for PER models of second-order -calculi is Mitchell, 1990b] ; also see Bruce et al., 1990 ] for more general discussion of second-order models and Barendregt, 1984, Hindley and Seldin, 1986] for general discussion of combinatory models. The set of pure -terms is de ned by the following grammar:
The set of combinator terms is:
The bracket abstraction of a combinator term C with respect to a variable x, written fun ? (x)C, is de ned as follows:
The combinator translation of a pure -term M, written jMj, is de ned as follows: jxj = x jfun (x) Mj = fun ? (x) jMj jM 1 M 2 j = jM 1 j jM 2 j A term environment is a nite function from term variables to elements of D. When x = 2 dom( ), we write x d] for the environment that maps x to d and agrees with everywhere else. We write nx for the environment like except that (x) is unde ned; n? is like but unde ned on all the variables in dom(?). We say that 0 extends when dom( ) dom( 0 ) and and 0 agree on dom( ).
Let C be a combinator term and a term environment such that FV(C) dom( ). Then the interpretation of C under , written C] ] , is de ned as follows:
Lemma 4.1.1. To interpret type operators, we need to consider not only PERs, but arbitrary function spaces built on PER. An element of such a function space (including, as a special case, an element of PER itself), is called a higher-order PER (HOPER). The interpretation of a kind K is a suitable space of HOPERs:
? ] ]
We generalize the familiar graph-inclusion of relations to HOPERs as follows:
A T K2 i2I A i P:
Lemma 4.2.1. 
4.3. HOPER Interpretation of F ! An environment is a nite function from type variables to HOPERs and from term variables to elements of D. The notations for environment extension, restriction, and agreement are carried over from term environments. By an abuse of notation, type environments are used in place of term environments from now on.
The erasure of an F ! term e, written erase(e), is the pure -term de ned as follows: erase(x) = x erase(fun (x:T) e) = fun (x) erase(e) erase(e 1 e 2 ) = erase(e 1 ) erase(e 2 ) erase(fun (X T:K) e) = erase(e) erase(e T) = erase(e) erase(for (X2T 1 ::T n ) e) = erase(e): Let be a term environment and e an expression such that FV(e) dom( ). Then the interpretation of e under , written e] ] , is jerase(e)j] ] .
If is an environment and T a type expression such that FTV(T) dom( ), then the interpretation of T under , written T] ] , is the HOPER de ned as follows: By the induction hypothesis, the result follows.
C-TVar The case where ? 2 6 ; is similar to the previous case. When ? 2 ;, we are given that ? ? 1 ; X T:K and that ? 1`T 2 K. By the de nition of satisfaction, nX j = ? 0 . By the induction hypothesis, the result follows.
In order to prove the soundness of subtyping we need some technical results about substitution and -conversion. Proof. By induction on the de nition of -conversion, it is easy to see that it su ces to show the statement for a one-step reduction S ! T. This is proved by induction on the structure of S. The only interesting case is when S is a -redex and T its reduct. Let S (Fun (X:K) T 2 )T 1 and T T 1 X T 2 ]. Then (Fun (X:K) T 2 ) 
T-For
From the induction hypothesis, since erase(e X S]) = erase(e).
T-Meet
We are given that ?`ok and also ?`e 2 T i for each i in f1 :: ng. This de nition, which is justi ed by Corollary 4.3.6, is preferable to the one we have used so far because it satis es extensionality.
Encoding Multiple Inheritance
We close with a full implementation of the extend2 function from Section 2. As we suggested in the introduction, an intersection type must be used at one point (marked *** in the de nition of extend2) to obtain a sound typing; the rest is straightforward. This implementation of classes and inheritance makes the local state of each class inaccessible both to clients of objects and to methods de ned in subclasses. Other variations are possible; we chose this one to simplify the presentation of Section 2.
If M is an object interface, then Class(M) is the set of classes whose instances have type Object(M). Each such class consists of a local representation type MyR (whose identity is hidden by an existential quanti er), an element initstate 2 MyR that is used as the initial value of the state in new objects created from this class, and a function buildM that can be used to construct the methods of the new objects: To cope with di erent representations of local state in subclasses, the method-building function is abstracted on two parameters: a type FinalR representing the \full" state of an eventual subclass, and an \extractor" giving access to the components of interest to the methods being built. The method builder is also abstracted on a collection of self-methods of the same types as its own methods. Given these, it yields a concrete collection of methods specialized to work properly in an object with representation type FinalR: (We use the ascii syntax \<R,b>:T" for introducing elements of existential types: R is the hidden witness type, b is the body, and T is the existential type where the result is to live. The corresponding elimination form is written \open e as <R,x> in b.")
A class with two superclasses generates objects whose internal states have three parts: one for each superclass and one for the new components local to the class itself. For example, an instance of cpointClass contains a point state of type {|x:Int|}, a coloredobject state of type {|c:Color|}, and an empty local state. The extend2 function takes two classes, an initial local state, and a function for incrementally building a collection of new methods from the old ones, and constructs a subclass of this form. and extract2of3 and extract3of3, which are de ned similarly. A slightly di erent formulation of the extend2 function provides an alternative perspective on its behavior. The original extend2 is parametric on three class interfaces, SuperM1, SuperM2, and MyM, where MyM is constrained to re ne both SuperM1 and SuperM2. The type of the following function extend2' emphasizes the fact that MyM is typically formed by adding some new methods to those given by SuperM1 and SuperM2: it is parameterized on SuperM1, SuperM2, and a \partial interface" MyOwnM, which is conjoined with the other two to form MyM: Note that all of the quanti ers in this version are unbounded: bounded quanti cation has been replaced by unbounded quanti cation and intersection.
Discussion
For technical convenience, our model of multiple inheritance has been presented in a purely functional setting: sending a message that changes the internal state of an object yields a new object with appropriately modi ed state rather than updating the original object's state in-place. Extending the model to an object model including mutable internal state should be fairly straightforward, following Pierce, 1993] . The principal di culty lies in the fact that the type > ? , which classi es all terms (not only the wellbehaved ones), is only sensible in a call-by-name setting, where we can be sure that an ill-behaved subterm will never be needed during evaluation. To move to a call-by-value setting, where the order of updates to mutable variables is easier to predict, we would need to replace > ? by F 's less permissive maximal type Top and restrict the formation rules so that only nonempty intersections are allowed.
We have seen that a semantics of intersections can be given by a straightforward extension of a model of higher-order polymorphism. Indeed, it appears that even the combination of intersections and recursive types is semantically unproblematic Cardone, personal communication,1992] . This suggests that other existing accounts of typed object-oriented programming could be extended with multiple inheritance by a construction similar to ours. Indeed, accounts such as that of , which interpret a high-level object syntax directly into a denotational model, should support this extension almost trivially: the need for intersection types (as opposed to intersections in the model) arose here from our requirement that the extend function itself be a term of the target -calculus. Extending accounts based on a translation into a -calculus with recursive records, on the other hand, may be more di cult, since no syntactic study has been made so far of a type system combining intersections and recursive types.
